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ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER 
 WITH INTELLIGENCE AND 
 ENHANCED COVERAGE

Unmatched Maneuverability

Double Helix Brush Design

Dual-Stage Filtration

Cyclonic Vacuum Technology

Tangle Reducing Swivel Cable

Large Transparent Lid

Transport and Storage Caddy

*Not in all models

* 
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Cable 15m Swivel Cable

Storage Transport & Storage Caddy included
(QB800 only)

Made in Malaysia

R130722

QB ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
The QB Robotic cleaner features new patented Helix shaped brush and compact body, thus 
offering integrated agility. Featuring dual stage filtration (150μ/60μ) that is capable of picking 
up small and large debris, the QB is designed to run in all types of pools. With the patented 
Elevate/Lift System™ and unique design, the QB is capable of expelling water very quickly 
making it very easy to operate and remove from the water. QB has superior ability to detect 
walls without  the need for tilting, making it very efficient in covering the pool.

WHAT'S IN THE BOX?

SPECIFICATIONS

• QB Robotic Pool Cleaner with 15m swivel cable
• Control EBox
• 150 Micron/60 Micron Dual Filter
• Transport & Storage Caddy (QB800 only)
• Quick Start Guide

Product Part Number QB800 WR000349
QB600 WR000482

Active Scrubbing Double helix brushes 
Front and rear dual traction brushes
QB600 comes with front only brushes

Filtration Method Dual filtration with large all purpose      
filter canister 150/60 micron

Cleaning Areas Floor, Walls & Waterline

Suitable Pools All in-ground pools up to 10x5m in size   
All shapes and surfaces 

Weight Cleaner Body 9.5kg    
QB800 Gross Packaging 19kg
QB600 Gross Packaging 14kg

INTEGRATED AGILITY
QB offers excellent coverage of the pool 
and limitless agility due to its unique body 
design and patented Helix brushes. It is, 
therefore, ideal for all pool shapes and 
linings.

SWIVEL
Automatic swivel system 
prevents cable tangling 
during cleaner operation 
in the pool. The cleaner 
efficiency is optimized and 
the cable storage is easier. 
QB robotic pool cleaners are 
equipped with a 15m swivel 
cable.

PATENTED ELEVATE/ LIFT SYSTEM™
QB positions itself on the chosen wall and 
climbs right up to the water line. Once the 
robot is removed from the water, it expels 
water very quickly making it lightweight and 
effortless. This means that you can 
remove the robot from the water 
with 15% less effort.

PATENTED CYCLONIC SUCTION
QB features patented cyclonic 

suction that is powerful and 
long-lasting. Debris is kept 

in suspension to avoid filter 
clogging and to maintain 

the same level of cleaning 
performance throughout  

the cycle.

DUAL STAGE FILTRATION (150μ/60μ)
Capture large and small debris with 

great efficiency. The dual filters ensure 
all debris is picked up no matter how 
large or how small it is keeping your 

pool clean. The 150μ filter can be  
used by itself as well.

SWIVEL


